Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

Dachshund Charm Necklace Kit

Contents:







1 x 45cm chain & 5cm extender chain
3 x 6cm assorted chains for tassel
1 x dachshund silver plated charm
Assorted size metal beads
1 x semi precious jade bead
Metal parts and findings

Using the guide below, first pin the beads you’d like to use, some may be connected in a
row using eye pins, as shown in the diagram on the next page.

pin

bead

To prepare beads:
1. Insert the ball pin into the bead. Using flat nose pliers bend the pin to a 90
degree angle against the bead at the open end.
2. Trim the end of the pin to about 0.8 to 1cm length.
3. Use round nose pliers to loop the end of the pin, and close the loop.

Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

To assemble the necklace:
1. Prepare your main necklace chain by
connecting the clasp to one end using a
jump ring.
Then at the other end connect the ready
made extender chain using another jump
ring. Remember to add the logo flower
on the very end.
2. Prepare the tassel by attaching the three
short chain sections to one jump ring.

3. Create a skeleton of four jump rings
connected in a row. This is going to be
the centre of your cluster, so you can
now connect the beads, dog charm and
tassel to it as you wish, or as the
following general guide.
4. Connect the semi-precious and metal
bead to the top jump ring.
5. Create a three bead link using eye pins,
rather than ball pins and connect this to
the top jump ring.
(Please have a look at our online video for
more detailed instructions on if you have not
seen how to open and close loops, and
make a linked section.)

Mixed chain tassel
attached to the
bottom jump ring.
You can cut the
chains to make
them
uneven
lengths.

6. Connect the three chain tassel and dog
charm to the bottom jump ring.
7. Finally, open the top jump ring of this
cluster and attach to the necklace chain.

Notes:
Difficulty level – medium
Time to complete – 1.5 - 2 hours
For more tips on how to assemble your kit, or if you would like to ask a question, please have a look
at our Facebook page: Nadia Minkoff London Workshops.
*Please note, there may be minor variations in the contents compared to the images. Our kits are made in the
UK so if we run out of any beads or parts we will substitute them with something very similar and within the
same colour and theme. There will always be enough to complete your creation.

